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Pa�ence 

 
The Patience lamp is designed to imitate the natural forms found in nature. Whether you see an opening 
flower, a cabbage, a shell, autumn dried leaves or something completely different in the organic shapes. 

  
Lamp Measurements: 

Width: 30cm 
Height: 27cm 

Height with Lamp Holder: 34cm 
  

The Patience lamp is handmade using cast composite by artisans in London. Stood alone or as a pair, the 
Patience lamp will make a beautiful addition to any room.  
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Lae�ta 

 
The Laetita pendant light is designed to imitate the opening tulip in early spring, its petals emerging and 

lolling with its weight.   
Measurements 
Width: 48cm 
Height: 20cm 

Height Including Bracket: 26.5cm 
  

The Laetitia pendant light is handmade using cast composite by artisans in London. Hanging alone, as a 
pair, or even as a triptique, the Laetitia pendant light will make a beautiful addition to any room. 
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Orfeo 

 
The Orfeo lamp was designed in collaboration with Nicky Haslam and Colette van den Thillart. Inspired by 
a sculpture found by Nicky Haslam years ago, which sits pride of place in his home, our Orfeo Table Lamp 

was designed and created for The Legend Room at Wow!house 2023 at the Design Centre, Chelsea 
Harbour.  

  
The Orfeo lamp is handmade using cast composite by artisans in London. Stood alone or as a pair, the 

Orfeo lamp will make a striking addition to any room.  
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Prudence 

 
The Prudence lamp is designed to imitate the blooming poppy fields in summer, peeking from behind the 

crops. 
 

Lamp Measurements: 
Width: 15cm 
Height: 38cm 

Height with Lamp Holder: 46cm 
 

The Prudence lamp is handmade using cast composite by artisans in London. Stood alone or as a pair, the 
Prudence lamp will make a beautiful addition to any room.  
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Brimble 

 
 

The Brimble lamp is designed to imitate the natural shapes of the English oak tree with its creviced edges 
and asymmetrical placement in its base. 

 
Measurements 
Width: 11cm 
Height: 39cm 

Height with Lamp Holder: 48cm 
 

The Brimble lamp is handmade using cast composite by artisans in London. Stood alone or as a pair, the 
Brimble lamp will make a beautiful addition to any room.  
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Legato Founder, Matilda came to lighting in a 

slightly unusual way. Having worked at House & 

Garden and The World of Interiors magazines for 

years, she took a brief hiatus from the industry 

before returning to work at TAT London in 2021. 

A chance encounter with ceramics shortly after 

saw Matilda learning all she could about the craft 

and so began the initial concepts of our first four 

designs. Each Legato design is first created from 

clay before being adapted to cast composite. Clay 

offers movement, undulation and imperfection, 

all things that thrive in nature and what we look 

to imitate. 

Legato introduces our first collection of lamps: 

Patience, Prudence, Laetitia and Brimble. 
 

 

 

Legato will always be looking for more sustainable 

practices, because protecting the world we live in for 

the future is as important as giving back to nature 

now.  

In the future, they hope to run rewilding and other 

conservation projects across the UK, but for now, we 

are working with a conservation team local to the 

South Cotswolds area who are restoring areas of 

ancient woodland that have been ravaged by Ash 

Dieback. 

 In the past three years, Ash Dieback has destroyed 

80% of the ash trees across the country, which has 

resulted in major losses within ancient woodlands 

and their ecosystems, which nowadays only cover 

2.5% of the UK.  

They are helping to replenish these precious 

woodlands with native trees, such as the English Oak, 

Hazel, and Yew.  

With every Legato lamp sold profits are put towards 

planting a tree. 
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Finding inspiration in nature is a tale old as time, but 

it's a good one. The lamps capture nature in a 

sculptural way that celebrates its unique form and 

movement. 

The link between us and nature has, for millennia 

past, promoted health, wellbeing and created 

calmness throughout our lives and our homes. 

Lighting has a similar effect and has the capability to 

define the atmosphere and provide the finishing 

touch within an interior space. 

Adding a soft, warm light Legato lamps will enhance 

the shapes and shadows across the bases, further 

adding to the magic of the lamp. 

 

 

 
 

Legato creates original lighting that has been 

handcrafted by artisan in London.  

Showcasing the natural, textured, flowing forms 

found in the world around us in unique and 

beautiful ways, each Legato lamp takes 

approximately six to eight weeks to make.  

To achieve the unique shapes of the Legato lamp, 

the creative process involves hand painting cast 

composite into identical moulds, which allows for 

their intricate finish.  

Once the structure of the lamp is formed, each 

lamp receives its decorative finishes in the South 

London studio, bringing to life the unique 

textures, shapes and shadows synonymous with 

Legato, making every lamp a piece of art within 

itself. 
 

 

 


